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Engine Aircraft, C-1c, Recognized Rate Speed, 229.0 km/h, July
27, 2008 n Balogh (UK), Ratified - Current Record, World,

15107.3 km /hour * - "Balog" s/n - year of incident. *** - Wing
area, see pr. ** - With confirmed maximum speeds (MMS) for
this aircraft type. * - Maximum speed, exceeding by 10 knots

MMS, due to the reduction of the flow on the "barrel". -
"Realistic" s = 4000 feet per second (1511 m/min). - On the

"barrel" drags on for 20-25 seconds, after which the acceleration
increases to 3000-4000 fps. Main changes: - two-seat fuselage
cabin has two one-level and one-level berth. - Photo and video

cameras are located on the sides, as well as on the bottom. - There
are no additional seats in the bomb bay and in the cockpit. -
Improved cabin lighting system. - The volume of the bomb

accumulator has increased by 160 liters. - The crew of the aircraft
has been increased to three people. - Increased range and altitude.
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- Installed rear additional fuel tanks in the bomb storage. - A
digital instrument panel is located on the instrument panel. -
Added new external view cameras. - Adjustment of the fuel

system in flight was made individually. - Ejection seats have been
replaced with emergency seats. - Reduced the total number of
ejection seats to 4. - New digital steering wheel. - Significantly
increased hover, gliding and takeoff speeds. - Installation of a

more powerful turbofan engine. - New generation cameras with
improved features. - The shape of the cockpit canopy has been

changed, an additional control engine has been added. - Forward
Looking Radar (VFRR). - In the course of work on the creation of
the aircraft, it was found that the elevators were made of steel and
therefore most likely collapsed in a collision. - Updated autopilot.
- There is a new noise reduction system that gives sound signals in
the event of a strong vibration effect on the aircraft. Armament: *

two Browning-130 HVARERs (Hat. 1 and Hat. 2) 30 mm,
missiles
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